JOB JUGGLING
How can we improve the lives of
Creative Freelancers in the Performing Arts,
where the current climate necessitates
juggling several jobs?

ABOUT THIS RESEARCH
This research was carried out by freelance members of
the Creative Freelancers: Shaping London’s Recovery
(CF:SLR) cohort in 2021.
We were employed as part of a 5 month project initiated by Fuel Theatre and the GLA
(Greater London Authority) to look into job conditions, creation, and retention for
Creative Freelancers in London.
We surveyed 144 Creative Freelancers who we found through the CF:SLR cohort,
partner organisations, advisory group, and through @JobJuggling on social media.
As Creative Freelancers ourselves working multiple jobs, this research was motivated by
our own experiences (having lived the reality of job juggling even as we carried out this
project).
Our recommendations are informed by relationships within and outside the CF:SLR
cohort, conversations with our partner organisations, unions, and employers, as well as
the quantative data and qualitative evidence contained in our survey results.

This work is not complete.

Our research expands on work begun by the 2020 Freelance Task Force, Freelancers
Make Theatre Work, trade unions, industry bodies, academics and others.
Our top recommendation is for more funding to go towards developing and
implementing new ways of working based on CF:SLR (and other) research and reports.
More investment is needed to support continuing collaboration and communication
between workers in arts organisations, and creative freelancers.
We'd like to see further projects become pilot-focussed to road-test our
recommendations and work towards significant structural changes that are urgently
needed to sustainably improve the lives of precarious workers within and beyond
the performing arts.
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We're using 'CFPA' as
shorthand to mean
Creative Freelancers
in the Performing
Arts.
CFPA work ticks
3 boxes:
Freelancer
Creative*
Making a piece of
performed art
As well as 'CFPA work'
we have
'non-CFPA work',
which refers to any job
which doesn't fall
under this umbrella.
Eg,
PAYE work (creative
or not, in PA or not)
Freelance noncreative work.
Freelance creative
work outside PA (ie,
graphic design)
*We've defined 'creative'
in the narrowest sense,
but it's important to
highlight that many
'non-Creative' jobs rely
on and benefit from
creative workers using
their creativity.
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KEY
FINDINGS
INCOME &
EARNINGS
98% of respondents have at some
point in their career,
been dependent on non-CFPA
work or other income
(benefits, grants, family, etc.) to
cover their costs.
88% of freelancers have another
source of income outside of CFPA
earnings.
27% need financial support to
cover their living costs.

26%
supported
financially by
their families
19%
supported
financially by
their partner

CFPA JOBS
Actor/performer
Most respondents were
'hybrids' working more
Writer
than 1 creative job in the
Director
performing arts. Most
Hybrid
common roles were actor,
writer, or director.
0

25 50 75

CAREER STAGE
¾ of respondents have
been working in the
performing arts in
a creative role for
over 5 years.

100
75
50
25
0
5+ y 10+ y <5 y

'Sometimes I'm
juggling work with as
many as 40 different
groups and as many
as 7 different
practices.'

48% said the balance of their income from CFPA and nonCFPA jobs has fluctuated over time.
38% said that they have more CFPA work than they did in
the past.

WORKPLACES
42% of people working non-CFPA jobs are doing those jobs in an
arts organisation ie, an organisation employing CFPA
in non-CFPA jobs.
Of those working in arts organisations, 67% were in public facing
roles - eg, FOH, Box Office, Bar. This is equal to a third of all
respondents across the whole survey.

10% of those
surveyed felt
supported by
their employers.
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Context & Aims
The aim of collecting and presenting this data is to inform our recommendations on ways to improve
the working lives of CFPA within current economic, political, and sector-specific
circumstances (whilst working to change - not instead of trying to change - wider circumstances).
Freelancing is not always a choice: for many
creative workers in the performing arts, it's often
the only option available to workers with their
specialist skillset (Creative Industries Federation, see
p21) Current UK-wide circumstances not
immediately alterable by arts organisations as
employers and industry bodies (eg, cost of living,
lack of public housing, childcare etc.) means many
Creatives require multiple forms of income
(often by working in both creative and ‘non-creative’
roles, or across several different sectors) in order to
cover their basic living costs.

“I could never take higher paying parttime jobs that required a particular set
work pattern, as that might mean I'd have
to miss work to go to auditions or leave if I
got an acting job. But the flexible 0 hours
work pays low so one has to work loads
of hours just to survive London
rents/cost. It's exhausting.”

At the beginning of this study we identified a common idea that the struggle of ‘juggling jobs’
only affects artists when they’re young or ‘emerging’. We hypothesised (based on strong
anecdotal evidence) that this is a misrepresentation of today’s reality. We believed this to be an
assumption based on past decades - when living costs more closely matched wages, public subsidy
and support with finances/resources was more available, and creatives could earn a wage from
artistic work after a few years of subsidising part-time/entry-level creative work with a ‘day job’, or
‘signing on’ to pay bills during periods of applying, auditioning, or writing.
Our survey of 144 freelancers provided quantitative evidence of the experience of today's
freelancers. We found that creatives over 35 were just as likely to be job juggling as those
under 35. Taking into consideration that CFPA taking our survey may have been more likely to
identify with ‘job juggling’ than not, if under-25s in their first years of work are more likely to be job
juggling you could expect to see an over-representation of these workers across our survey’s
demographics - this was not the case: 68% of our respondents were 30+, 50% were 35+, and
75% had been working in the sector for 5+ years.
This data was further backed by qualitative evidence, with those who have been working for a long
time identifying a lack of support, low pay, and few opportunities to progress:
“Opportunities seem limited despite there being more
supportive noises in the sector about supporting
Women of colour like myself.
Frankly this is quite depressing given I have been
part of this sector for 20 years."

“The reality of jobbing acting [is] unsustainable.
I'm 38 now and I need to earn more if I want to
have a family,
I don't have much time left.”

Improvements to working conditions and contracts within freelance roles are the focus of CF:SLR
and other similar advocacy projects. Therefore, the majority of detailed recommendations to
employers in this report are aimed at employers of CFPA in non-CFPA roles. Within this we
have a particular focus on workers job juggling CFPA with PAYE jobs in arts organisations, as
nearly half of respondents (42%) worked in an arts venue in a 'non-creative' role. Many of
these employers are the organisations who partnered with CF:SLR, and have 'supporting artists'
within their aims or remit.
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DEFINITIONS OF WORK

More on types of work/er: See p23
"Insecure & Precarious Working"

Precarious/Insecure work - Zero Hour, Casual, or Temp agreements with a short contract or no
contract, often no guarantee of work or rights such as holiday/sick pay.
Stable work - A contract for employment under specific terms e.g. guaranteed/ fixed hours. Often a
contractual agreement including sick & holiday pay, & procedures offering protection from unfair
dismissal.
Self-Employment/Freelancers - Are in business for themselves, can decide what work they do and
when, where or how to do it, can hire someone else to do the work, they put in bids or give quotes to
get work, and are not under direct supervision when working
Limb (b) worker/'dependent contractor' jobs - Registered as self-employed but provide a service
as part of someone else's business. They generally must carry out the work personally, rather than
being able to send someone in their place.

THE MYTH OF FREELANCE
INDEPENDENCE IN PERFORMING ARTS
98% of our respondents have, at some point depended on other work or income outside CFPA
earnings to make a living.
Only a small number of people are able to attain true economic independence solely through
freelancing in creative jobs in the performing arts (having a career without any other support or
alternative forms of income). Our research suggests these are the people with the most societal
privilege. Amongst the 2% of respondents to our survey to whom this applies, all are in senior
leadership roles with a single job title. All are Heterosexual, Cisgender, White British, Upper/Middle
Class, Married/Cohabiting. 2/3 are 50+ men.
Many survey respondents wrote about CFPA work and non-CFPA work that more closely
resembles Precarious/Insecure work and Limb (b)/dependent jobs, than True Self-Employment
or Stable Work (according to above definitions).
For example: Performers contracted for a rehearsal period and short-running show apply for their
jobs rather than pitch quotes, have strictly rota-ed timetables, with no option to hire someone else
to work in their place, and work within a hierarchical model under direct supervision. This
arrangement has more in common with limb worker/dependent contractor status than the
genuine 'freelancer/client' relationship of true self-employment.

Acknowledging our need for multiple insecure forms of income, and the frequency with which we
are dependent on employers in both CFPA & non-CFPA workplaces can feel like a loss - especially
to creatives who are often sold a myth of entrepreneurship via language like 'have a side-hustle'.
But understanding our status as precarious workers is empowering; it helps us to advocate for
ourselves collectively, and with workers in other sectors who face similar challenges to ours.
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Recommendations are aimed at 3 main groups:
1. Employers of Creative Freelancers in Performing Arts.
2. Employers of CFPA in common 'non-CFPA' roles.
Most often these are:
- Arts Orgs employing workers in FOH, admin & casual tech jobs.
- Hospitality employers e.g., restaurants, bars, tourist attractions.
- Education employers e.g., teaching, tutoring, lecturing, academia.
3. Unions representing CFPA in CFPA & non-CFPA jobs/workplaces.
This report should also be considered by funders, industry bodies and
policy-makers who should use their power and influence to practically
enable employers and unions to implement recommendations.

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR EMPLOYERS

See PiPA - Key Practices
& Work Life Balance

Time and Flexibility
Part-time & Job Share options
for CFPA jobs and non-CFPA roles
commonly done by CFPA.

See March For The
Arts - Working
Guidance (p. 15
'Build in Felexibility')

.

More cross-sector research into creating
genuinely flexible and secure contracts for
non-CFPA roles often done by CFPA (eg,
FOH, arts admin, hospitality & education)

New types of
contracts should be
simultaneously
piloted in big and
small organisations
to stress-test
for different business
models & team sizes.

This should be in
consultation with unions
representing both CFPA
and common non-CFPA jobs
eg. Arts FOH, Technical & Admin, as
well as Hospitality &
Education workers
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See March for The Arts
Guidance & Living Wage
Foundation

Monitor pay rates & contract
types for freelancers, plus
part-timers, casual workers
& check use of external
contractors is only for
justifiably outsourced labour
(justifiably outsourced eg.
construction work, catering for
a one-off event)

Pay
Committing to guidance on working fairly with
Freelancers should go hand-in-hand with
committing to a real Living Wage for all workers consider these two sides of the same coin.
Funders should monitor fees, contract types &
pay-gaps across arts organisations as a whole.
Social pay to be included in every contract.
All prep or admin time paid on top of hours
‘in the room’ for all jobs: CFPA & non-CFPA.

See FMTW Working Guidance
(p. 18)

See Turtle Key Arts'
Pay Pledge

& Open Hire

See UVW: Worker
Status Explainer

Workplace Culture and Attitudes
Use open and accessible hiring practices for all jobs.
Recognise CFPA's rights as workers wherever applicable.
Open access to resources & networks
(formal & informal) to all workers - CFPA & non-CFPA.
Support Career & Professional Development for all workers
across all departments - CFPA & non-CFPA.
Workers at all levels should have a say in how orgs are run &
be paid to attend regular decision-making meetings.

Offer
all workers
regular training,
including to gain
skills & experience
outside their
department.

See
recommendations
from the CF:SLR
Practical Barriers
research - p.17-19
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RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR UNIONS

See Royal Parks workers
successful join action with
members of both PCS & UVW

Collaboration
Unions representing Creative Freelancers
should facilitate cross-union collaboration
on campaigns and actions to support
members who work across multiple jobs &
sectors, or in different jobs within the same
workplace or segment of the industry.

BECTU's
1% of income is a
good subscription
model for those with
a low and/or
fluctuating income

For example,
Equity's sliding scale fees
start based on an income
of £24.9k - they could
offer a further discount
for members earning
<£5, <£10k, <15k.

Facilities
Work together to urgently find a solution to the
lack of access to paid facility time &
workplace resources for freelancers and
casual workers training and carrying out
duties as union reps, to enable more
CFPA to become reps.
This will enable CFPA to engage actively and
feel more directly connected with their unions.

For example,
all the unions
representing workers in
a West End theatre could
join together to
campaign for a
commitment to
London Living Wage.

Cost of membership
As well as cheaper memberships for
students/new grads, operate fees on a sliding
scale for a wide range of income levels.
Consider discounts for hybrid workers who
may need to join several different unions for
specialised representation in all their jobs.
Increasing the range of options for
affordable membership will encourage more
low-earning and precariously employed
workers to join trade unions and
advocate for themselves.

This will be
particularly vital for
non-actor/performer
CFPA who are
currently less likely to
be union members.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
MORE DETAIL

We asked respondents to reflect on their different jobs, workplaces, ability to pay their
bills, navigate a career path, and plan their lives.
We read about a wide range of experiences, from positive to negative, and were able to
identify recurrent trends and similarities in matters of good and bad practice, which we’ve
used to inform this report throughout.
We identified 3 key areas for improvement which all employers should consider:

Time & Flexibility
In CFPA jobs

See open hire for
more on recruitment

Give the same amount of time to recruit for freelance roles as you would for salaried
roles, give ample prep time, and ensure flexibility around interview/audition times.
Recognise the possibility that freelancers may also have other employers: they may
need to give notice before they commit to a creative project.
Write schedules to incorporate regular personal time during each working week
(at least 2 days off within a 7 day week), and allow for paid holidays to be taken during
long contracts, by factoring in job-shares/understudies for long-term jobs, and give
freelancers choices as to when they take their holidays.
DON’T assume freelancers will be able to take a holiday after their contract has
finished: they may need to start work immediately on another job.
Create job-share opportunities and part-time roles. Be transparent about offering
these options when the job is advertised.
Employing CFPA in non-CFPA jobs
Offer more job-share opportunities and flexible part-time long-term contracts.
Accommodate workers returning to work alongside and/or between creative work
to reap the rewards of retaining experienced, skilled, dedicated staff.
Work with unions to agree rigorous policies around fair shift allocation and paid and
unpaid leave for truly flexible schedules, to ensure workers are not unfairly penalised
for taking on periods of freelance creative work.
Statutory sick pay should be made accessible wherever applicable, based on average
hours worked across a long period.
Any potential termination of contracts should be subject to formal redundancy or
firing procedures to protect against unfair dismissal.
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Genuinely flexible part-time and/or guaranteed hours contracts written for nonCFPA jobs with CFPA workers in mind could become the norm, replacing casual
and 0-hours arrangements, for better security, improved morale and job retention
over time.
Write contracts which offer job security to maximise job retention over longer
periods. 'Guaranteed-hours' contracts give workers more stability and reliable
income in periods between creative jobs, and if used thoughtfully can be a good
replacement for insecure casual agreements.
Where used, 'Guaranteed-hours' should relate to the number of hours offered by
the employer, not the number of hours required to work by the employee.
Clear policies should be set around minimum uptake of shifts, along with
transparent shift cancellation policies on both sides, with a discussion-and-review
type procedure around what happens if expectations are not being met by either
party.

Examples of incorporating Guaranteed Hours into flexible contracts include:
A. Guarantee a small number of hours over a long period of time (ie. 300 h/yr).
Suitable for organisations/roles where work fluctuates over a year.
Operates in practice with the same day-to-day rota flexibility as 'casual' work,
but recognises an ongoing relationship between employer and worker.
B. Guaranteed hours over shorter time periods (ie. 8h/wk, 40h/month) Suitable
for organisations/roles with a steady working timetable with similar numbers of
hours available across the year. This should come with an agreement that workers
have no obligation to work the same shift pattern every week, and can take unpaid
leave with reasonable notice/cover in addition to paid holiday accrued.
This arrangement should be accompanied by a well-organised shift-swap system
to ensure positions are always filled appropriately, and to minimise admin
pressure on employers.
C. A changing number of guaranteed hours on a seasonal basis: An option with
few hours guaranteed (eg. 3h/season) which could act as a 'retainer' contract for
workers to attend 1 shift (or training session) in order keep a job to return to (eg.
after a tour), an option with several hours (eg. 200h/season, for those with other
work ongoing) , and an option with many hours (eg. 400h/season for those
seeking a season of almost full-time employment).
This enables workers to alter their availability over periods of creative work,
without losing out on job security - particularly useful for freelancers who take up
season-specific work or opportunities applicable to their sub-sector of the arts (ie
Christmas panto, Edinburgh Fringe, Pilot Season). Suitable for organisations with
seasonal programming who need to ensure appropriate staffing for each specific
period, but also know the value of retaining long-term experienced staff members.
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Pay
Low paid jobs, lack of access to sick pay and holiday pay were key issues raised by
survey respondents in relation to both CFPA and non-CFPA jobs.
There were issues raised of transparency around rates of pay during hiring,
expectations of work outside of paid hours, late payment, and over-complicated
payment systems in both CFPA and non-CFPA jobs.
In CFPA jobs
Advertise freelancers' pay publicly and transparently, with a detailed breakdown
in the way it will be received and how it relates to the work done, ie: '£500 pw for 2
weeks, including 20h inside the rehearsal room, 10 hours prep time, 1 tech day, 1
dress rehearsal, 1 performance, total £1000 paid by invoice within 2 weeks of
completion' do NOT use vague terms referencing only minimum rates, ie. 'Paid above
Equity rates' or annual salaries, ie. 'Equivalent £30k PA'
Consider industry minimum rates as just that - a bare minimum - not something to
aim for.
Employing CFPA in non-CFPA jobs
Consider when you’re asking freelancers to bring their ‘creativity’, specialist skills,
knowledge, or experience into a role, and whether their current pay reflects the
kind of fees they’d be offered if bringing their skills, knowledge or services to this
workplace as a Creative Freelancer.
Pay holiday and sick pay to every worker, alongside the option to take unpaid time
away for creative work.
Pay breaks where workers don’t have time to go home, if working on-site.
Pay prep time and admin to every worker (ie. creating lesson plans, learning
information outside of working hours, checking emails, preparing uniform, planning
travel to a new workplace).
Pay Living Wage as minimum, with holiday, sick pay, tips, commission or travel
bonuses, etc. paid on top of that wage.
List details of how you will pay (weekly, monthly, by invoice or PAYE) and clearly
advertise all pay entitlements (sick pay, holiday pay), breaks, and bonuses at the
time of advertising any job.
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Workplace Culture and Attitudes
Support for CFPA goes beyond considering CFPA contracts/conditions. For
many CFPA it's also important to have non-CFPA jobs which complement and
support their CFPA jobs. Our survey showed CFPA often value workplaces
where they can grow and develop their skills and experience.
Arts organisations are well-placed to cultivate workplaces where CFPA gain job
security and relationships with trusted employers to whom they can regularly
return whilst still retaining the flexible schedule required for creative work.
For our industry (and wider economy, which depends on it) to thrive in the wake
of COVID, it's vital that employers recognise the importance of a holistic
approach to supporting creative careers by providing fulfilling, secure and
truly flexible jobs. Creating genuinely appealing employment opportunities
designed for CFPA to incorporate into mosaic-style hybrid careers, will be
essential for the UK’s arts and culture ecosystem to recover from lockdowns
and stop the exodus of workers from the performing arts sector.
Invite anonymous feedback from applicants to monitor how 'open and
accessible' hiring practices are, when recruiting for all jobs.
Recognise CFPA's rights as workers wherever applicable.
Open access to resources & networks (formal & informal) to all workers CFPA & non-CFPA.
Workers at all levels should have a say in how orgs are run & be paid to
attend regular decision-making meetings.
Support Career & Professional Development for all workers across all
departments - CFPA & non-CFPA.
Invite freelancers, casual, and part-time workers in all departments to take
part in cross-departmental group training and team-building activities.
Include freelancers, casual, and part-time workers in all departments in any
schemes such as staff discounts and ticket offers.
Invite freelancers, casual, and part-time workers in all departments to take
part in events like staff parties and press nights.
Employers should not see creating/improving non-CFPA jobs for CFPA in
the limited terms of providing young/new artists with temporary, low-paid,
entry-level positions. Reasonable pay/conditions will mean CFPA continue
and/or return a non-CFPA jobs, supporting long-term career development
and meaningful relationships between organisations and freelancers.
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WHY CHANGE?
IMPACT FOR EMPLOYEES
Better, more supportive practice by employers in CFPA and non-CFPA workplaces will enable
more workers from a wider range of backgrounds to pursue careers in the performing arts.
This will be particularly impactful for working class creatives, and those without rich families
or partners, who may not have ‘safety nets’ to fall back on if they can’t consistently cover
their essential living costs with their wages.
It will also improve access to arts jobs for those whose essential living costs are higher and/or
who require flexibility in their working hours in order to access work - for example, disabled
and neurodivergent workers, and those who are parents or carers.
Even for workers who have a wealthy partner or family, financial dependence on others is not
an ideal situation and can be harmful psychologically, particularly in cases where the
relationship may be unhealthy or abusive. A study commissioned by the Debt Advisory Centre
in 2018 found that nearly 1 in 5 people have remained in a romantic relationship because
financial concerns have prevented them from leaving. Domestic violence charity Refuge lists
financial dependence as a key barrier to leaving an abusive relationship. Given that 2
women a week are killed by their partners or ex-partners in the UK, taking steps towards
supporting better financial independence for workers could potentially save lives.
Fairer contracts and more formalised policies will protect workers from unfair treatment and
bullying which will be particularly impactful for those who are more likely to experience
discrimination - including Global Majority, women, and LGBTQ+ workers.

Benefits for employers
Allowing more time and improving accessibility and transparency in hiring is likely to improve
diversity in applications because the ad will reach a greater number and range of people.
Working with flexible schedules will encourage a wider range of workers to apply, and
transparency around this will enable them to accept and retain the job.
Writing paid time-off into freelance contracts and timelines to ensure rest is taken will
improve wellbeing and morale, enabling workers to do their best job, and making them less
likely to become burnt out.
Retaining workers over a long period in non-CFPA jobs to which they feel motivated and
welcome to regularly return will save on the cost of future recruitment and training.
Supporting career development both in CFPA & non-CFPA work will result in a workforce with
a higher level and range of skills and experience.
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EXPERIENCES OF NON-CFPA WORK
'There's a
concerted effort
made to hire
Freelance
Creatives in roles
like FOH
and reception.'

29% did “non-creative” freelance work (e.g., subcontracted
for a company)
19% did creative freelance work in another sector (e.g.,
photography)
11% ran a “non-creative” freelance business (e.g., owning a
shop)

COMMON
NON-CFPA
JOBS
42% of respondents worked
in an arts venue or org, in a
non-CFPA job
35% work in other customer
service (eg, restaurant, retail)
35% work in education (eg.
teaching, tutoring)

‘We’re technically
employees but listed as
self-employed. I've worked
there for 10 years but
there's no recognition of
the skills I bring, despite
the fact that I was the sole
staff running the [building].’

Of the people working in
theatre/arts venues 67%
were in a public-facing role
(FOH, Box Office, Bar). This is
equal to a third of all
respondents across the
whole survey.

When asking freelancers about their non
creative jobs, 78% had experienced unstable
work (Casual, Zero Hours or Temp jobs).
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'Often [non-CFPA]
jobs have asked
me to bring my
"creative outlook"
into the work I
was doing, but
with no extra pay.'
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RELATIONSHIP TO WORK
'I recently couldn't
attend my first theatre
recall in over 18 months
CFPA talked at length
about feeling
unsupported by
employers in the PA
& outside of the PA

because the casting
director refused to move
my time slot'

'As a contractor/
zero hours human....
quite often [I felt]
expendable.'

BARRIERS

Respondents cited
industry attitudes to
class, disability,
and trans identity

When asked if
employers could

'Freelance jobs in the arts
frequently expect everyone
to drop everything to get
the work done. You can't do
that for more than one
organisation at a time. If you
have caring responsibilities
or a disability you can't do
that at all.'

make changes to
better improve their
working life, 67% said
employers in the PA
could better support
them.

'A creative freelancer
career [is] not
feasible if you have
responsibilities/bills to
pay and you don't
come from privilege'

as barriers to their
careers.

‘Managing this kind
of lifestyle as a
neurodivergent
person has led to
frequent
meltdowns.’

A number talked
about being tired,
anxious, exhausted,
burnt out.

'The anxiety that
managing multiple jobs
elicits is overwhelming,
and complicated'
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TIME OFF WORK
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SICKNESS
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63% have come into work feeling ill
to avoid losing pay
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34% took unpaid time off work due
to sickness

tim
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59% have never received sick pay

'I have worked through shows and tours while very ill.'

LEISURE
TIME
We asked about
freelancers
regular days off
and weekends

None Plenty
8.2% 13.7%

38% have little leisure time

Little
38.4%

HOLIDAY
We asked about freelancers
when they last had a solid
week off without working

54%

Last week
off was over
a year ago

Had a week off
within the last year

11%

40% have some leisure time

34%

Never had a
solid week of
holiday from
work

14% have plenty of leisure time

Some
39.7%

8% have no leisure time

'I have often felt compelled to build
in some work or prep 'on holiday'
so I don't take a complete break.'

The words 'hard' or
'difficult'
were used
39 times when
talking about
holidays.
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UNIONS

Of those who are in unions:

MEMBERSHIP

74% are members of Equity

SICKNESS

18% are members of multiple unions
Non-union
47%

8% are members of BECTU

Union
53%

7% are Writers Guild members
6% are members of UVW

Of non-unionised workers:

Some were members of SDUK (not a
union at the time of survey).

22% had been a past member
22% may join in future

Few mentioned general or
teaching/academic unions: UCU, NUT,
IWW, IWGB, GMB & Unite.

'I find it difficult to see how unions represent me as someone whose job is
not straightforward because I do several different types of work.'

BARRIERS
We asked both
non-members and
current members
of unions about the
barriers or issues
with joining a union

Top 4 most common barriers
Cost
Joining Criteria
No union for my job

No point for non-CFPA work
0

25

50

75

100

UNIONISED JOBS
90% of performer/actors are union members.
Performer

Writer

Producer

Director

90%

50%

39%

37%
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Age

Sexuality & Gender

68% of respondents were over 30
50% of respondents were over 35

Prefer not to say
2.9%

18-24

LGBQA
50.4%

Heterosexual
46.7%

25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44

69% of respondents were Cis Women.

45-49

50% of respondents identified as
LGBTQIA+.

50-54
55-59

12% said they were Agender,
Genderfluid, Genderqueer or Non-binary.

60-64
65+
0

10

20

30

40

10% of respondents were Cisgender
Heterosexual men.
No one
identified
themself as a
Trans Man or
Woman.

RELIGION
74% have no religion
10% are Christian
7% are Jewish

Agender,
Genderfluid/queer or
Non-binary
11.8%

Cis Men
19.1%

Other religions
mentioned included:
Hindu. Muslim, Sufi, Bahai,
Advait Vedant & Quaker

Cis Women
69.1%

Race & ethnicity
54% of respondents ticked
White British.

S or Central American
Middle East / W Asian / N African

12% ticked more than one box
and/or indicated that they
identified as mixed.
8% identified as Black.
 everal people used the option
S
to expand on their answer,
including 4% who are Jewish.

South Asian
East / SE Asian
Black
White Other
White British
0

25

50

75
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Disability
relationships

63% of respondents were non-disabled
and neurotypical.

There was an almost equal split
between people in live-in or legal
relationships (including cohabiting, marriage & civil
partnership) and people who are
single, divorced, separated, or
widowed.

23% identified themselves as
neurodivergent (ie. Dyslexic, Dyspraxic,
ADHD, Autistic, or living with a condition
that affects learning, processing, coordination or communication)
18% identified themselves as disabled,
having a disability, or living with a long-term
health condition.

Single
48.6%

In a relationship
51.4%

Several people used the 'expand' option to
talk about ableism in the industry, and
experiences in the arts causing or
aggravating depression or anxiety.

Class

Middle

47% of respondents ticked Middle Class.
27% ticked more than one box and many used the
'expand' box to say they changed class; felt on a
'borderline' between classes; identify financially with
one group and culturally in another; or have a different
class identity from their family or upbringing.

10%

31%

47%

Upper/Upper
Middle

Lower Middle

7%

15%

Benefits

Working

21% identified as Working or Benefits Class.

Location

NOTE ON DEMOGRAPHICS

75% of respondents were in London.
Several respondents outside of London
indicated that they sometimes worked or
commuted to London but live elsewhere
to save money.

This survey was shared through CF:SLR
partner organisations, associated mailing
lists and social media. Whilst we did our best
to reach a broad range of freelancers, there
is a potential bias through self-selection &
those with the time to voluntarily take a
survey.

Of Londoners 46% live North of the river
and 54% live South.
Outside London
25%

London
75%

We recommend further funded research
into the topics in this report using paid
interviews and focus groups and
incentivised surveys.
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BEST PRACTICE
EXAMPLES
Positive
experiences
with non-CFPA
employers

'Within arts organisations it has been great
when management recognises my interest
in the creative side and offered me either
opportunities within my role (e.g.
shadowing youth theatre workshops during
my contracted hours), or paid freelance
roles where relevant.'

'I still did [...] everything I was paid to be there for, but when it was quiet I was getting my
admin done. My boss totally respected that.
It meant that I was able to do the 'unpaid' work required to get my freelance creative
career going, whilst still actually BEING PAID!"

'My current employers have been fantastic, offering me flexible
hours to attend auditions etc whilst also encouraging me to
complete further training and gain experience to develop my
[non-creative] career. This is also the first time that I’ve felt
encouraged to celebrate my creative work rather than hide it.
There is often pressure to not let on you’re a performer as you’re
likely to be labelled as unreliable etc. But my new boss is
actively supporting my blend of careers and promoting those
aspects of my contract, which we both hope will increase
accessibility for future hires.'

''They have been
flexible with my
hours at my noncreative
freelance role so
I can perform
and rehearse.
They have been
to see shows
and promoted
my work
through their
networks.'

We spoke to the head of FOH of one of our partner venues, a large theatre in London with more
than one space. They want to introduce quarterly contracts for their workers (e.g. 300 hours
over a 4 month period, with an average of 15 hours a week.)
That will give their workers guaranteed income, but how much they work each week can
fluctuate. This works well for their business because some week the theatres are dark and
sometimes their full. Schedules are done further in advance so both parties can plan. There's
flexibility on both sides, but also a commitment - both parties want to keep the other happy.

Another smaller partner organisation which focuses on supporting emerging artists,, said they
love it when workers bring shows to their venue, and will be increasingly proactive in flagging
artistic opportunities for their front of house workers and casual tech operators, making it
clear that they are always recognised and valued as artists.
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FURTHER READING
Creative Freelancers work & income
Casting Call Pro survey (2013)
46% of actors made less than £1,000 from acting jobs 75% of actors earned less than £5,000.
Acting Up report into access to the performing arts (2017)
"If you have a home in London and a family who can support you then such demands might be
sustainable but if you need paid work to live and pay rent, particularly if you have a family to support,
then this system just does not work. It leads to less well-off actors being forced to work other
part time jobs to sustain their continued acting career and many are forced to take jobs that
then do not allow the immediate flexibility required when audition calls are announced at
short notice.
Those with families or caring responsibilities are forced out even quicker.
Low and no pay are not just restricted to those on stage. It is a problem in jobs across the sector –
from being a runner, to assisting directors and producers in theatres and on film sets."
Creative Industries Federation cross-sector survey of Creative Freelancers (2017)
"We asked almost 700 freelancers why they chose to work that way and more than half felt that being
freelance was ‘necessary for their career’: being self-employed was the only way they could conduct
their business and/or pursue their creative goals."
Mobius 'It's Increasingly Impossible to Make a Living in Theatre' Hannah Khalil (2018)
"Until we as a society start to value creativity and reimburse financially creative people in the theatre
industry in a timely way that acknowledges their skill and efforts we will continue to haemorrhage
people without financial means from our industry."
Exeunt 'On Not Quitting Your Day Job' Naomi Joseph (2018)
"Like my peers, I’ve spent my artistic career supporting myself with a mixture of full-time, parttime and casual work. Until recently I was working for a digital marketing agency whilst pursuing my
writing and performing ambitions. There were days when I achieved a balance – I caught up on
correspondence on my commute, I scheduled both the time off for auditions/rehearsals/performances
and the time I’d make up so that I didn’t miss out on my wages."
The Stage 'My Other Job. (2016) // Green Room: What is your ideal 'other job'? (2019)
'A job that’s stimulating and well paid, where they give you days off for auditions and months off for
work – and yet still welcome you back with open arms. There aren’t a lot about.'
'I ushered during my 20s, but the pay wouldn’t be anywhere near enough to survive
in London now.'
Report from Queen Mary University (2019)
Referenced a study finding '98% of Actors do not make a living from their craft'.
Survey of UK Theatre Producers by the 2020 Freelance Taskforce
83% earned less than £30k (the average UK salary)
63% earned less than £20k (the London Living Wage)
24% earned £0-£5000
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Big Freelancer Report (2021)
'40% of young freelancers earn less than £10,000 a year.
This figure rises to 46% for young freelancers of colour.'
'Unlike other freelancers, performing arts workers are unable to pass [...] expenses onto their
"clients". Instead, they must be absorbed as the necessary cost of operating in the performing arts
marketplace.'
Theatre's Left Behind Freelancers' (2020)
49% of respondents take on a mixture of PAYE employment & freelance work, making
them ineligible for SEISS.
'...actors who temp in between jobs, people who mix bar work with writing, or a theatre technician who
takes on a mix of PAYE and freelance contracts. In theory, this group aren’t eligible for support because
employees, agency workers and casuals can ask their employers to furlough them. [...] Often, these
companies are ones that are already trying to avoid taking on legal responsibility for the
people they hire on a ‘freelance’ or ‘zero hours’ basis."
'For me, this situation is just an extension of the way our government has consistently overlooked the
precarious and increasingly complex nature of low-income freelance workers’ lives.'
- Ross Graham, director and facilitator
'What Lessons can be Learned from Theatre's Pandemic redundancies?' Salome Wagaine
(2021)
Freelancing has been an option of mixed promise for respondents, often depending on experience,
connections and financial circumstance. While one respondent felt that “I feel fortunate that I can draw on
a strong network of contacts to develop high quality and fundable work”, not everyone felt so confident. “I
come from a low socio-economic background and have been made redundant before in the arts,”
said one respondent. “This time feels different. I’m not sure I’ll find employment and I don’t feel I can
financially sustain a freelance career. I fear I may have to leave the industry.”
'Theatre's Hiring Crisis' by Alice Saville (2021)
One thing’s clear: the current situation can’t continue. “I don’t see how theatre can survive if it tries
to keep the working conditions that we had a couple of years ago,” said Doole. “Conditions and
wages are going to have to shift, and it’s up to creative teams, production managers, and producers –
anyone who has control over what the hours are, how the budgets work – to take the lead.”
'March for the Arts Working Guidance for Arts Freelancers and Organisations (2021)
"We would ask employers to take responsibility for fostering good working practice and to educate
themselves about the problems faced by the freelancers who work for them. We ask them to recognise
how far they depend on the work of freelancers and to value them accordingly; as colleagues
and collaborators."
Freelancers In The Dark (May 2022)
"Research highlights the significance of relationships with both fellow freelancers and organisations in
freelancers’ feelings of optimism towards their future work. It is troubling then that there appears also to
be a significant breach of trust, communication, and understanding between organisations
and freelancers very early in the pandemic, made greater by a series of public policies around
pandemic support and recovery.This has made it difficult not only to collaborate on solutions, but to
engage in the dialogues needed for recovery and change."
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Insecure & Precarious Working:
UVW DCW (United Voices of the World, Design & Culture Workers) 'Worker Status' Explainer'
Insecure work has a huge impact on those who endure it.
Those in insecure work often don’t know what hours they will work (causing chaos with
arrangements like childcare) or whether they will be able to pay their next bills. Many also miss out
on rights and protections that many of us take for granted. These include being able to return to the
same job after having a baby and the right to sick pay when they cannot work.'
TUC report on Insecure Work (2020)
'Pay rates are significantly lower for many insecure workers, with 'the typical worker on a zero-hours
contract on an hourly rate a third lower than the average employee.'
'The vulnerable position of these workers was exposed when the pandemic hit: '3.6 million people, 1
worker in 9, were in insecure work ahead of the coronavirus outbreak, leaving them exposed to massive drops
in income or unsafe working conditions when the pandemic hit.'.
ACAs Check Your Employment Rights: Worker, Employee, or Self Employed?
You're more likely to be classed as a worker if:
your work for the organisation is more casual, for example your work is less structured or not regular
you're employed to do the work yourself
you're not offered regular or guaranteed hours by your employer
you have little obligation to make yourself available for work, but should do work you've agreed to
Workers Rights Centre: What is precarious work?
"the term precarious is used to refer to work which is poorly paid, unprotected, and insecure."

Other sectors employing CFPA
The Guardian 'my students never knew': the lecturer who lived in a tent' (2021)
'Many people are still shocked to learn that higher education is one of the most casualised sectors [...].
There are at least 75,000 staff on insecure contracts: workers who are exploited, underpaid, and often
pushed to the brink by senior management teams relying on goodwill and a culture of fear.
UCU research shows one-third of academics are employed on fixed-term contracts, and 41% of teachingonly academics are on hourly paid contracts. Women and BAME staff are more likely to be
employed insecurely.'
Burnout, harassment, poor pay: young people on the hospitality staff crisis (Oct 2021)
'The pandemic has taught us that we need to change many things in our industry, [...] What’s important is to
focus not just on the money, but the whole benefit you provide: uniforms, meals, small things that make a
difference. We need to look after people and offer career development. People are the assets. [...]
Getting people back [to work] will take full pay and four-day weeks.'
'Anna believes the moment is an “awakening” and can precipitate a “reset for the industry”.
It has been a long time coming.'
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Wider circumstances
- Economic
The cost of living in the UK, e.g. price of housing, energy and groceries climbing at a much
higher rate than household income, with a high level of income inequality and a lack of
housing stability for working-age people (those born in the 1980s are half as likely to own a
home as people the same age in the 1950s).
- Political
A system where trade and industry are controlled by private owners for profit. A government
that prioritises serving private businesses and property owners over providing public access
to resources (e.g. social housing, subsidised childcare, accessible healthcare - which have
enabled creatives to pursue their work in the past), and protects organisations that turn over
a high level of monetary profit over those which provide non-capital value (improving health,
wellbeing, education, etc) - including the many non-profit arts organisations.
- Sector-specific
A system of employment which has evolved over years to mean freelancing is often the only
option for many creative workers in the performing arts: Without long-term contracted
positions available, freelancing is often the only work available to workers with their specialist
skill set.
Cuts to arts funding and education have led to a feeling of scarcity of both jobs and money in
the sector. The pressure of this feeling of job scarcity upon freelancers, and budget scarcity
on employers has led to an entrenched culture of organisations offering (and freelancers
taking) very low paid work. This combination of low pay and lack of options has led to a recent
exodus of skilled workers into more profitable and stable sectors due to their lack of options
and low pay in performing arts.

Longer-term recommendations
In the long-term we'd advocate for solutions like UBI and/or a new legal status for
precarious workers, including (but not limited to) those in the arts, to better reflect the
requirements of our sector, and reality of our relationship to employers under the current
economic and political system.
In the even longer term, we’d like to see a completely different political and economic system
in the UK and world, but we recognise this is not likely under this government, and not within
the scope of a project as small and London-centric as CF:SLR.
For now, we’ve chosen to use this project to identify and advocate for reasonable
adjustments which employers could make to job conditions and contracts to improve
CFPA's working lives in the immediate future, as well as being beneficial for organisations,
employers, and the future of the sector overall.
Our recommendations for trade unions are aimed at supporting freelancers to become
more active and empowered to advocate for their rights, and campaign for changes that
would improve their working lives.
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